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I. Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. What is your name and business address? 3 

A. My name is Ross C. Hemphill.  My business address is 440 S. LaSalle, Suite 3300, 4 

Chicago, Illinois  60605. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am the Vice President, Regulatory Policy and Strategy of Commonwealth Edison 7 

Company (“ComEd”). 8 

B. Summary of Direct Testimony 9 

Q. What are the purposes and subjects of your direct testimony? 10 

A. I introduce, and provide context for, this filing.  In particular: 11 

In Section II of this testimony I describe the framework for setting Illinois-12 

jurisdictional delivery service rates established by Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities 13 

Act (“PUA”).  This is a two-step process including the establishment of a rate formula 14 

and then populating that formula annually with up to date cost data.  I also confirm that 15 

ComEd elects to participate in this process. 16 

In Section III, I introduce this filing, which includes both newly-filed Rate DSPP 17 

– Delivery Service Pricing and Performance (“Rate DSPP”) and the initial cost and other 18 

relevant data required to populate it, as well as revisions to other affected tariffs.   19 

In Section IV, I overview how Rate DSPP will impact delivery service charges 20 

paid by ComEd’s customers.   21 
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Finally, in Section V, I identify and briefly summarize the direct testimonies of 22 

the other witnesses supporting this filing. 23 

C. Background and Qualifications 24 

Q. What are your duties and responsibilities at ComEd? 25 

A. As Vice President, Regulatory Policy and Strategy, I have executive responsibility for the 26 

regulatory policies and strategies relating to ComEd’s distribution business and for 27 

ComEd’s Illinois-jurisdictional tariffs.  I thus have a central role in developing new 28 

customer service and regulatory initiatives, including those called for by new Section 29 

16-108.5 of the PUA.   30 

Q. What was your professional experience prior to assuming your duties with ComEd? 31 

A. My entire professional career has been spent in the energy and utility industries in 32 

positions in industry, government, and non-profit regulatory support organizations.   33 

Most recently, I served as ComEd’s Director, Rates & Regulatory Strategies.  In 34 

that role, I managed ComEd’s rate department and managed and coordinated ComEd’s 35 

relationship with Illinois regulatory bodies including the Commission and its Staff. 36 

From 2008 until joining ComEd in 2009, I was a Director at Black & Veatch 37 

Corporation, which is an engineering, consulting, and construction company that 38 

specializes in infrastructure development in energy, water, telecommunications, 39 

management consulting and environmental markets, as well as support to federal 40 

agencies.  At Black & Veatch, I was responsible for developing and managing projects 41 

that provided a broad range of regulatory services to utility clients. 42 
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From 2007 to 2008, I was a Principal Consultant at Freeman, Sullivan & Co., a 43 

research and consulting firm that provides expert testimony, statistical analysis, economic 44 

modeling, field studies, and data collection that can serve as the basis for public policy 45 

programs and for business and litigation strategy.  At Freeman, Sullivan & Co., I was 46 

responsible for projects that included the design and assessment of the benefits of energy 47 

efficiency, demand response, and alternative pricing programs. 48 

From 2005 until 2007, I was a Vice President at NERA Economic Consulting 49 

(“NERA”).  At NERA, I provided a broad range of rate related and regulatory services to 50 

utility clients.  Prior to joining NERA, I served as an officer, manager, or economist for 51 

Laurits R. Christensen Associates, AXS Marketing LLC, the Argonne National 52 

Laboratory, the National Regulatory Research Institute, American Electric Power Service 53 

Corporation, and the Illinois Commerce Commission. 54 

Q. What is your educational background? 55 

A. I hold a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics from Lewis University and a Master of 56 

Science with a concentration in Economics from Indiana State University.  In 1988, I 57 

earned a Ph.D. in Resource Economics from The Ohio State University. 58 

Q. Are any exhibits attached to your direct testimony? 59 

A. Yes.  ComEd Ex. 1.1 is my full resume.  ComEd Ex. 1.2 is a whitepaper summarizing the 60 

regulatory processes called for by the new legislation, including those authorizing and 61 

defining this filing. 62 
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II. ComEd Elects to be a “Participating Utility” under Section 16-108.5 63 

Q. What new options are now available to establish ComEd’s delivery service rates?  64 

A. On October 26, 2011, a number of changes to the PUA and other provisions of law were 65 

made when Senate Bill 1652 became effective as Public Act 97-0616.  Among those 66 

changes was the addition to the PUA of new Section 16-108.5, entitled “Infrastructure 67 

investment and modernization; regulatory reform.”  Subject to making the commitments 68 

applicable to an electric utility like ComEd that serves over 1 million customers, ComEd 69 

may elect to establish, by tariff, formulae that mathematically calculate its Illinois-70 

jurisdictional revenue requirement and corresponding delivery service charges.  The 71 

initial filing is to include those tariffs and the data necessary to establish initial delivery 72 

service charges.  Thereafter, ComEd would annually file up-to-date cost and other 73 

relevant information to populate those formulae and to set a new revenue requirement 74 

and corresponding charges.  However, once established, the formulae themselves remain 75 

fundamentally unchanged until modified by subsequent Commission action.   76 

Also on October 26, the Illinois General Assembly passed a second “trailer” bill, 77 

entitled House Bill 3036 (the “Trailer Bill”), which was later transmitted to the Governor.  78 

The Trailer Bill modifies certain provisions of Senate Bill 1652 that became effective that 79 

same day.  However, as of the time when the materials in this filing were finalized for 80 

copying and submission to the Commission, the Governor had not acted on the Trailer 81 

Bill and its provisions were not effective.  ComEd’s filing follows the existing law.   82 

At the same time, we recognize that the Trailer Bill may become effective shortly.  83 

Therefore, ComEd has also included in this filing the information that would be called for 84 

if the Trailer Bill becomes effective.  Where separate alternative exhibits are included, 85 
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they bear the same designation as the corresponding exhibit with the suffix “TR” 86 

appended.  ComEd’s other witnesses use this same convention, where their testimony or 87 

exhibits would vary.   88 

Q. Does ComEd voluntarily elect and commit to participate in this infrastructure 89 

investment and performance-based formula ratemaking process? 90 

A. Yes.  ComEd makes this election whether or not the Trailer Bill becomes effective. 91 

Q. Does ComEd commit to undertake the infrastructure modernization program 92 

described in Section 16-108.5 of the PUA, whether or not the Trailer Bill becomes 93 

effective? 94 

A. Yes.  ComEd commits to make incremental investments in electric system upgrades, 95 

modernization projects, and training facilities estimated at $1.1 billion over five years, as 96 

well as to invest an estimated $1.5 billion over ten years in Smart Grid electric system 97 

upgrades, including smart meters, distribution automation, cyber security, and substation 98 

micro-processor relay upgrades.  In the event that the Trailer Bill becomes effective, 99 

ComEd will revise that commitment to instead invest an incremental $1.3 billion in 100 

electric system upgrades, including an estimated $200 million to reduce the susceptibility 101 

of certain circuits to storm-related damage, and an estimated $1.3 billion in Smart Grid 102 

electric system upgrades.  By incremental, I mean that these investments will be in 103 

addition to investments in the amount that ComEd would otherwise have included in its 104 

annual capital investment program, as defined by the average annual capital expenditure 105 

for 2008, 2009, and 2010 reported on ComEd’s Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 106 

(“FERC”) Form 1. 107 
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Q. Is any portion of the incremental investment included in the revenue requirement in 108 

this proceeding? 109 

A. No.  No material investments are made in 2011.  As I discuss further below, those 110 

investments must begin by January, 2012.   111 

Q. Does ComEd also make any commitments with respect to providing assistance to 112 

customers? 113 

A. Yes.  If the Trailer Bill becomes effective, ComEd also commits to contribute $10 114 

million, in each of the five succeeding calendar years, for “energy low-income and 115 

support” programs as provided in the Trailer Bill.  ComEd will not seek recovery of the 116 

cost of those contributions from customers.   117 

Q. In broad terms, how does the performance-based formula rate process work? 118 

A. The process begins with this initial Commission filing, which includes a tariff (called 119 

Rate DSPP) establishing the formulae for determining ComEd’s cost-based revenue 120 

requirement and delivery service charges, as well as the initial cost data that populates the 121 

formulae. The data are based on ComEd’s costs and investments from calendar year 122 

2010, organized in consistent and regulated categories, plus projected plant additions and 123 

correspondingly updated depreciation reserve and depreciation expense through 2011.  124 

The detailed operation of the formula is explained by ComEd witness Kathryn Houtsma 125 

(ComEd Ex. 2.0).  ComEd’s filing is also accompanied by a $200,000 check made 126 

payable to the Clerk of the Commission for the one-time filing fee. 127 

The result of the formula populated by the annual data is ComEd’s Illinois-128 

jurisdictional delivery services (i.e., distribution-related) revenue requirement for the first 129 
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year.  The delivery service charges for retail customers are derived from the revenue 130 

requirement by using the formulae.  Those formulae and the resulting charges reflect a 131 

rate design and cost allocation across customer classes consistent with the Commission’s 132 

most recent order regarding a ComEd request for a general increase in its delivery 133 

services rates, i.e., the Commission’s Order in ComEd’s 2010 Rate Case (ICC Docket 134 

No. 10-0467) and the tariffs filed and accepted in compliance with that order.  The cost 135 

allocation is discussed further by ComEd witness Charles Tenorio (ComEd Ex. 10.0) and 136 

the rate design is addressed by ComEd witness Sharon Kelly (ComEd Ex. 9.0).   137 

Thereafter, additional proceedings occur in future years, to update the cost data 138 

and to perform a reconciliation through which actual costs will be “trued up.”  The first 139 

reconciliation will reconcile 2011 actual costs to the Commission-approved revenue 140 

requirements in effect in 2011, and therefore the actual costs will be reconciled against 141 

actual and projected costs in the prior year’s filing.  The result of the true up will then be 142 

factored into updated delivery service charges.   143 

Each of these steps, as well as other important features of the legislation, is 144 

described in further detail in the whitepaper, ComEd Ex. 1.2.  The whitepaper also 145 

specifically notes provisions that would be affected by the Trailer Bill. 146 

Q. What regulatory roles does the Commission play in this process?   147 

A. The Commission continues to exercise regulatory authority over ComEd and its retail 148 

rates as provided by the PUA.  The Commission reviews ComEd’s Rate DSPP to confirm 149 

that it complies with the law, and reviews the revenue requirement that ComEd would 150 

initially recover.  Thereafter, annual Commission proceedings will establish ComEd’s 151 
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future revenue requirements and reconcile actual and projected costs.  Section 16-108.5 152 

expressly preserves the Commission’s authority to investigate the prudence and 153 

reasonableness of ComEd’s expenditures during the annual review, and further provides 154 

for periodic Commission review of ComEd’s delivery service rate design.  The 155 

Commission’s involvement also goes beyond evaluating ComEd’s rates.  These roles are 156 

each discussed further in the whitepaper, ComEd Ex. 1.2.   157 

Q. Have you also prepared graphical timelines that illustrate the sequence of 158 

Commission proceedings included in this process?  159 

A. Yes.  Graphical Figure 1 and Graphical Figure 2 appearing on the next page show the 160 

timing of various filings and deadlines for Commission action in several major 161 

categories:  establishing the rate formulae to determine ComEd’s revenue requirement 162 

and the delivery service charges; populating the formulae with data; establishing and 163 

evaluating performance metrics; and addressing new investments, including in Smart 164 

Grid and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) technologies.  Graphical Figure 1 165 

identifies the actions that ComEd will take in the near future.  Graphical Figure 2 166 

identifies the key regulatory milestones throughout 2012, including ComEd and 167 

Commission actions. 168 
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III. The Nature and Purpose of this Filing 170 

Q. What purpose does this filing serve? 171 

A. This filing serves two main purposes.  First, it proposes the formulae to determine the 172 

initial revenue requirement and delivery service charges, which are embodied in Rate 173 

DSPP.  Second, it provides the first set of annual data to populate those formulae.  This 174 

filing also presents corresponding revisions to other tariffs that are necessary to 175 

implement Rate DSPP.   176 

A. Tariffs, Including Rate DSSP 177 

Q. What key components and protocols are included in Rate DSPP? 178 

A. Rate DSPP establishes the formulae that determine the delivery service revenue 179 

requirement and the resulting delivery service charges to customers, as well as the cost 180 

components that form the inputs to those formulae.  It does so with sufficient specificity 181 

for the process to operate in a standardized and transparent manner and with annually 182 

updated inputs that reflect ComEd’s actual costs to be recovered during the applicable 183 

year.  Specifically, the formulae and protocols included in Rate DSPP do the following:   184 

a. Provide for the recovery of ComEd’s actual costs of delivery services, subject to 185 

those costs being prudently incurred and reasonable in amount consistent with 186 

Commission practice and law.   187 

b. Reflect ComEd’s actual capital structure for the applicable calendar year, 188 

excluding goodwill, subject to a determination of prudence and reasonableness 189 

consistent with Commission law and practice.   190 
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c. Include a cost of equity which is calculated as the sum of the following: (1) the 191 

average for the applicable calendar year of the monthly average yields of 30-year 192 

U.S. Treasury bonds (as published by the Board of Governors of the Federal 193 

Reserve System in its weekly H.15 Statistical Release), and (2) 600 (or, if the 194 

Trailer Bill becomes effective, 580) basis points.   195 

d. Sets forth protocols for the following, subject to a determination of the 196 

reasonableness and prudence consistent with Commission practice and law:   197 

(1) Recovery of incentive compensation expense that is based on the 198 

achievement of operational metrics, including metrics related to budget 199 

controls, outage duration and frequency, safety, customer service, 200 

efficiency and productivity, and environmental compliance.  However, 201 

incentive compensation expense that is based on net income or an 202 

affiliate’s earnings per share is not recoverable under Rate DSPP. 203 

(2) Recovery of pension and other post-employment benefits expense, 204 

provided that the costs are supported by an actuarial study.   205 

(3) Recovery of severance costs; however, if the amount exceeds 206 

$10,000,000, then the full amount will be amortized over a 5-year period.   207 

(4) An investment return on pension assets net of deferred tax benefits equal 208 

to the utility’s long-term debt cost of capital as of the end of the applicable 209 

calendar year.   210 
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(5) Recovery of expenses relating to this Commission proceeding to approve 211 

Rate DSPP and future proceedings related to the Rate DSPP formula, 212 

amortized over a 3-year period, and expenses related to the annual 213 

Commission proceedings under subsection (d) of Section 16-108.5 of the 214 

Act. 215 

(6) Amortization over a 5-year period of the full amount of each charge or 216 

credit that exceeds $10,000,000 in the applicable calendar year relating to 217 

a workforce reduction program’s severance costs, changes in accounting 218 

rules, changes in law, compliance with any Commission-initiated audit, or 219 

a single storm or other similar expense; however, any unamortized balance 220 

shall be reflected in the rate base.   221 

(7) Recovery of existing regulatory assets over the periods previously 222 

authorized by the Commission.   223 

(8) Historical weather normalized billing determinants.  224 

(9) Allocation methods for common costs.  225 

e. Provide that if ComEd’s earned rate of return on common equity related to the 226 

provision of delivery services for the prior rate year is more than 50 basis points 227 

higher (or more than 50 basis points less) than the rate of return on common 228 

equity calculated pursuant to Section 16-108.5(c)(3) (and after adjusting for any 229 

penalties to the rate of return on common equity applied pursuant to the 230 

performance metrics provision of Section 16-108.5(f)), then ComEd shall apply a 231 

credit (or charge) through Rate DSPP that reflects an amount equal to the value of 232 
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that portion of the earned rate of return on common equity that is more than 50 233 

basis points higher (or more than 50 basis points less) than the rate of return on 234 

common equity calculated pursuant to Section 16-108.5(c)(3) (and making the 235 

same metrics adjustment) for the prior year, adjusted for taxes.   236 

f. Provide for an annual reconciliation, with interest, of the revenue requirement 237 

reflected in rates for each calendar year, beginning with the 2011 calendar year, 238 

with what the revenue requirement would have been had the actual cost 239 

information for the applicable calendar year been available at the filing date. 240 

Each of these components and protocols is discussed in more detail in the direct 241 

testimony of ComEd witness Kathryn Houtsma (ComEd Ex. 2.0).   242 

Q. How does Rate DSPP provide for annual updates of the data that populates the 243 

performance-based rate formulae? 244 

A. Rate DSPP provides for annual update and reconciliation proceedings as described in the 245 

attached whitepaper, ComEd Ex. 1.2.  By May 1 of each year that Rate DSPP is in effect, 246 

ComEd will file an updated revenue requirement and delivery service charges to become 247 

effective beginning with the next January monthly billing period.  As with the initial 248 

input data, the updated revenue requirement will be based on ComEd’s costs, consistently 249 

reported.  These filings will provide all of the necessary data and documentation required 250 

by the formula rate protocol, including investment and accumulated depreciation reserve 251 

and expense projections for the calendar year in which the changes are being proposed.  252 

These projections will reflect the most recent infrastructure investment and staffing plans 253 

submitted to the Commission, as well as estimates of the other investments ComEd 254 
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expects to make during the year.  They will also include updated billing and cost data 255 

necessary to populate the formulae used to determine delivery service charges. 256 

Q. How does Rate DSPP also provide for an annual reconciliation process?   257 

A. The May 1 filing beginning in 2012 will also include a reconciliation to true up the 258 

previously computed revenue requirement, which included estimates of costs, with a 259 

revenue requirement for the same period calculated with the then-available actual data.  260 

Any differential will result in a corresponding credit or charge to be included in the 261 

delivery service charges applicable beginning in January of the following year.   262 

The first reconciliation, to be filed by May 1, 2012, will reconcile (a) the 263 

weighted average of the revenue requirements reflected in rates effective during 2011, 264 

and (b) the subsequently-determined actual revenue requirement for 2011 based on actual 265 

costs including the weighted costs of equity adopted by the Commission in the rate orders 266 

in effect during that year.  If the Trailer Bill becomes effective, this first reconciliation 267 

will reconcile (a) the weighted average of the revenue requirements reflected in rates 268 

effective during 2011, and (b) the subsequently-determined actual revenue requirement 269 

for 2011 based on actual costs including a cost of equity that is calculated as the sum of 270 

590 basis points plus the average for 2011 of the monthly average yields of 30-year U.S. 271 

Treasury bonds.   272 

After the first reconciliation, annual updates will be filed by May 1 of each year, 273 

initiating proceedings to establish a new revenue requirement based on the prior year’s 274 

actual data plus projected plant additions and depreciation for the current year, and to 275 

reconcile the revenue requirement reflected in rates for the prior year with what the 276 
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revenue requirement would have been had the actual cost information been available, i.e., 277 

with what would have been the result calculated under Rate DSPP using actual costs for 278 

the year being reconciled.   279 

ComEd Ex. 1.2 provides further details about this process.   280 

Q. Why do you refer to the Rate DSPP as a performance-based rate? 281 

A. The return that ComEd can earn under Rate DSPP is directly influenced by ComEd’s 282 

performance in achieving specific metrics.  No later than December 8, 2011, ComEd will 283 

submit to the Commission both a tariff and performance metrics designed to achieve 284 

ratably over a 10-year period, multiple performance improvements over baseline values:  285 

frequency of customer interruptions, duration of customer interruptions, overall 286 

improvement in exceeding service reliability targets, reduction in the number of 287 

estimated bills, opportunities for minority-owned and female-owned businesses to 288 

participate as ComEd contractors and other performance improvement measures.  If 289 

ComEd does not achieve the incremental annual performance goals for a given period, 290 

ComEd must reduce its return on equity through a mechanism which the proposed tariff 291 

will implement.  Additional details about this process are provided in ComEd Ex. 1.2. 292 

Q. How are questions of rate design addressed in Rate DSPP? 293 

A. As I stated earlier, the initial performance-based formula rate revenue requirement is 294 

translated into delivery service charges using a formula presented in the tariff and cost 295 

allocations and a rate design consistent with those approved by the Commission in the 296 

2010 Rate Case, Docket No. 10-0467.  ComEd must then file with the Commission, 297 
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within one year of Rate DSPP’s effective date, any changes in the design of its delivery 298 

services rates that have been ordered by the Commission since the tariff’s effective date.   299 

B. Data and Other Information 300 

Q. Has ComEd reviewed the costs included in the data populating the revenue 301 

requirement formula established by Rate DSPP? 302 

A. Yes.  As confirmed by ComEd witnesses Martin Fruehe, Michelle Blaise, and Ronald 303 

Donovan (ComEd Exs. 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0, respectively), the revenue requirement is 304 

calculated based on data which reflect operating expenses and investment expenditures 305 

that are prudently incurred and reasonable in amount, and that are costs of providing 306 

distribution delivery service.  As ComEd witness Scott Vogt (ComEd Ex. 3.0) confirms, 307 

those data also reflect ComEd’s actual capital structure, excluding goodwill, and a return 308 

on equity calculated based on the annual average interest rate on 30-year U.S. treasury 309 

bonds.  310 

Q. In what form has ComEd presented the data to populate the Rate DSPP formulae? 311 

A. Although this is not a filing for a general increase in ComEd’s delivery service rates or 312 

the same type of rate filing as ComEd has made in the past, ComEd is following the 313 

outline set out in Parts 285 and 286 of the Commission’s rules, insofar as it is practicable, 314 

in providing the relevant and necessary data and documentation for the applicable rate 315 

year applicable to this filing.  We are electing to do so without thereby intending to waive 316 

any rights, or set any precedent, for future filings or proceedings.   317 
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Q. How is ComEd addressing the studies and data that the Commission in its final 318 

order in Docket No. 10-0467 required to be submitted with ComEd’s next general 319 

rate case filing? 320 

A. ComEd has completed those studies and collected that data.  In addition, some of the 321 

information pertains to costs allocated among customer classes and to the allocators used 322 

to make such allocations in embedded cost of service studies (“ECOSSs”) often 323 

employed in conventional rate making proceedings.  Therefore, for informational 324 

purposes only, ComEd also made illustrative ECOSS calculations to exemplify how the 325 

results of those analyses could affect certain interclass cost allocations.   326 

Although this is not a general rate case filing, ComEd is providing all those 327 

materials, including the illustrative cost allocations, to the Commission for informational 328 

purposes along with the information I discussed in response to the previous question.  329 

ComEd is also including those materials in the courtesy copies of its submission that are 330 

being provided to stakeholders.  ComEd has not, however, changed its previously 331 

approved rate design in the rates proposed in this proceeding, and it has not included 332 

those materials in testimony.  That is principally because this rate filing does not concern 333 

rate design, which is what those studies and data are about.  ComEd is required to file in 334 

this proceeding rates with a design consistent with that approved in our last rate case.  As 335 

I explain further below, the first proceeding dealing with rate design is not to be held 336 

until well after Rate DSPP is approved.   337 

Q. How will ComEd’s pre-existing automatic adjustment clause tariffs be 338 

accommodated under Rate DSSP? 339 
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A. In general, ongoing costs that ComEd recovers through the automatic adjustment 340 

mechanisms will continue to be recovered through these mechanisms, and not through 341 

Rate DSPP.  Examples of costs that will continue to be recovered through existing 342 

adjustment mechanisms include the costs of electricity supply, capacity, and related 343 

resources used to serve ComEd’s retail supply customers (Rider PE – Purchased 344 

Electricity and Rate BESH – Basic Electric Service – Hourly Pricing); the costs of coal-345 

tar remediation (Rider ECR – Environmental Cost Recovery Adjustment); costs 346 

associated with the operation of Rider PORCB – Purchase of Receivables with 347 

Consolidated Billing collected through the application of the Consolidated Billing 348 

Adjustment via Rider RCA – Retail Customer Assessment; and the cost of the State’s 349 

energy efficiency and demand response programs (Rider EDA – Energy Efficiency and 350 

Demand Response Adjustment).  351 

With respect to uncollectible costs, a base uncollectible cost amount is included in 352 

the revenue requirement determined in accordance with Rate DSPP, which will result in a 353 

change to the Base Uncollectible Factors (“BUFs”) listed in Rider UF - Uncollectible 354 

Factors.  However, the BUFs are not being updated in this formula filing.  ComEd will 355 

shortly submit to the Commission a tariff filing that will propose a revised method of 356 

updating BUFs, including those to account for changes in delivery service charges.  357 

IV. Revenue Requirement, Customer Charges, and Bill Impacts 358 

Q. What is the revenue requirement that results from the application of the formula 359 

rate to the specified data, as provided by Rate DSPP? 360 
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A. ComEd’s revenue requirement under Rate DSPP is $2,040,336,000 if the Trailer Bill 361 

does not become law, or $2,030,391,000, if it does.  The calculation of that revenue 362 

requirement is described by ComEd witness Martin Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 4.0).   363 

Q. What effect will the use of this revenue requirement have on typical customers’ 364 

bills? 365 

A. Beginning in mid-2012, when the new delivery services charges calculated under Rate 366 

DSPP would first become effective, bills for a typical residential customer will decline.  367 

A more complete listing of the initial delivery service charges is provided in the 368 

testimony of Charles Tenorio (ComEd Ex. 10.0).  While this first filing under Rate DSPP 369 

will result in an initial decrease in the revenue requirement, future annual filings will set 370 

an updated revenue requirement based on the data then available, including future 371 

investments and changes in costs.  Importantly, the annual reconciliation proceedings 372 

ensure that ComEd recovers no more than its actual costs of service.  373 

Q. Will ComEd continue to offer customers means of managing and reducing their 374 

bills? 375 

A. Yes.  ComEd will, for example, continue to offer a range of efficiency programs that can 376 

result in significant additional savings.  If delivery service rates were to increase in a 377 

future period, a residential customer could take advantage of these programs, and the 378 

resulting savings would mitigate any increase.  379 
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V. Summary of Other Testimonies 380 

Q. Who are the other witnesses presenting direct testimony on behalf of ComEd in this 381 

proceeding and what, in sum, are the topics that each witness addresses?  382 

A. In addition to me, each of the following witnesses provides direct testimony: 383 

 Kathryn Houtsma, CPA, ComEd’s Vice President, Regulatory Projects, 384 

(ComEd Ex. 2.0) describes and supports the revenue requirement formulae and 385 

protocols included in Rate DSPP and confirms that they satisfy all applicable 386 

requirements.  Ms. Houtsma also discusses the formulae and protocols relating to 387 

the required reconciliations.   388 

 Scott A. Vogt, ComEd’s Director, Financial Planning & Analysis, (ComEd Ex. 389 

3.0) testifies concerning ComEd’s capital structure and cost of debt, and the 390 

derivation of the costs of equity called for by Rate DSPP and Section 16-108.5 of 391 

the PUA.   392 

 Martin G. Fruehe, ComEd’s Manager, Revenue Policy Department, (ComEd Ex. 393 

4.0) presents the overall revenue requirement, calculated using 2010 actual costs 394 

and projected 2011 plant additions and depreciation, and supports certain 395 

components thereof.  He also provides and supports the other data used to 396 

populate the revenue requirement formula included in Rate DSPP and discusses 397 

ratemaking adjustments and other revenue requirement issues. 398 

 Michelle Blaise, P.E., ComEd’s Vice President, Engineering & Project 399 

Management, (ComEd Ex. 5.0) describes the distribution operating expenses and 400 

distribution plant investments underlying ComEd’s revenue requirement and 401 
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confirms that they are prudently incurred and reasonable in amount, and that they 402 

are used and useful in providing service to customers.  Ms. Blaise also supports 403 

the major distribution operations investment projects separately identified by 404 

ComEd on the schedule analogous to Schedule F-4 in a general rate case.  Ms. 405 

Blaise also discusses the major recurring operational activities that ComEd 406 

properly accounts for and monitors as “blanket programs.”   407 

 Ronald E. Donovan, P.E., ComEd’s Vice President, Customer Business 408 

Transformation & Technology, (ComEd Ex. 6.0), describes the retail customer 409 

related expenses and plant investments underlying ComEd’s revenue requirement 410 

and confirms that they are prudently incurred and reasonable in amount, and that 411 

they are used and useful in providing service to customers.  Mr. Donovan 412 

specifically discusses major recurring customer operations activities that ComEd 413 

properly accounts for and monitors as “blanket programs.” 414 

 Michael F. Born, P.E., ComEd’s Principal Engineer, Distribution Capacity 415 

Planning, (ComEd Ex. 7.0) supports the functionalization, under the Seven-Factor 416 

Test, of ComEd’s distribution plant and operating expenses.  Mr. Born also 417 

presents ComEd’s distribution system loss factor study. 418 

 John Hengtgen, CPA, (ComEd Ex. 8.0) presents ComEd’s Cash Working Capital 419 

study, including that supporting Construction Work in Progress, commonly 420 

referred to as “CWIP”. 421 

 Sharon M. Kelly, P.E., an Analyst in the Retail Rates Department at ComEd, 422 

(ComEd Ex. 9.0) explains the language of Rate DSPP.  Mrs. Kelly also supports 423 
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the final populated rate design formula that calculates specific delivery service 424 

charges and confirms that it incorporates the data and the results of the revenue 425 

requirement formula supported by ComEd’s witnesses.   426 

 Charles S. Tenorio, a Principal Rate Analyst in the Retail Rates Department at 427 

ComEd, (ComEd Ex. 10.0) supports ComEd’s ECOSS.  Mr. Tenorio also 428 

addresses the required revisions to existing ComEd tariffs as a result of 429 

implementing Rate DSPP.  430 

VI. Conclusion 431 

Q. What action should the Commission take with respect to Rate DSPP? 432 

A. The Commission should approve Rate DSPP, the associated revisions to other ComEd 433 

tariffs, and the calculation of ComEd’s initial revenue requirement under Rate DSPP.  As 434 

described and supported in the testimony of Martin Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 4.0), ComEd also 435 

requests the Commission make a finding that the original cost of ComEd’s electric utility 436 

plant in service as of December 31, 2010 is $14,357,154,000, before adjustments. 437 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 438 

A. Yes.  439 




